Lean Assessment
The problem with introducing lean management is often that individual measures are started, but there really isn’t any consistent plan about methods and
objectives. Lean assessment helps you to see where your organization is on the
way to lean excellence. On the basis of a lean vision, we support you in developing a quickly implementable work program that yields the desired results.

You cannot teach a man anything;
you can only help him to find it within
himself.
Galileo Galilei

Typical Cases

 You would like to increase productivity quickly.
 The measures you have introduced so far to increase efficiency
have not really taken effect and you are dissatisfied with the lean
management methods used so far.
 Efficiency and lean management are regarded differently in your
company.
 You would like to introduce lean management and get your employees excited about it right from the beginning. What is needed to
achieve this is a common picture of the present situation and a coordinated work program.

Benefits

The ICG Lean Assessment is the first step to rapid progress. This consists of a lean management workshop with comprehensive preparation
and follow-up. In the preparation, the objectives are clarified, the
framework conditions are defined in concrete terms and intensive diagnostic discussions are held with executives on the status of lean management. In the workshop, a common picture of the present situation
and the lean vision emerge. These lead to quickly implementable
measures as well as a prioritized, coordinated work program.
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Results

We support you
by …

 honing the questions as well as clarifying objectives and expectations together with you in preparation for the lean assessment
workshop.
 preparing your executives for the lean assessment workshop by
intensive coaching.
 not contributing broad analyses, but by making an impact on your
key persons. The focus is always on quality and goal orientation.
 facilitating your lean assessment workshop: we make sure it is
result oriented, has the right working methods and that the participants are fully involved.
 advising you on the selection, adaptation and introduction of the
right lean management methods.
 helping you in implementing the results.
 assuring professional documentation.
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